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PREFACE

This Note was produced under the Officer Retention Modeling

project, a part of the study program of Rand's Defense Manpower Research

Center. The work was sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Manpower, Installations, and Logistics). The project is

. building dynamic models for predicting the voluntary retention rates of
officers in the four active military services.

The Dynamic Retention Model (DRM), developed earlier at Rand by

Glenn A. Gotz and John J. McCall, furnished a starting point for this

work. The DRM was chosen because it can deal with a wide variety of

compensation and personnel policy changes. The Note describes the model

in nontechnical terms, without recourse to mathematical expressions, and

compares its structure and versatility with those of competing models.

" It also indicates where the structure and procedures of the DRM may be

modified to suit the objectives of the present project.
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SUMMARY

Congress and the Executive branch continually propose changes in

policies affecting military personnel, including the level and structure

of military compensation, the major parameters of the personnel system,

and the nondisability retirement system. Analyses of the costs and

benefits of such proposed changes have been hampered, however, by the

. lack of retention and inventory projection models capable of dealing

with the substantial departures from past practices that are being

considered.

Rand is currently building a set of models to predict officer

voluntary retention rates for each of the four active military services.

We have chosen the Dynamic Retention Model (DRM), developed earlier at

Rand by Glenn Gotz and John McCall, as the basic element of this effort.

The DRM has the versatility to deal with the wide variety of policy

changes mentioned above. This Note describes the model in nontechnical

terms, showing that it affords a straightforward, common-sense depiction

of the determinants of retention in an uncertain world, even though its

formal structure does appear mathematically complex. The Note also

shows that The more commonly used Annualized Cost of Leaving (ACOL)

model can be viewed as a special case of the DRM. As it has been

applied, the ACOL model embodies an important logical inconsistency. It

has been properly used in the past to examine specific retention issues,

. but its inability to deal fully with many policy changes, including some

being proposed for the future, limits its long-term usefulness.

The DRM is a two-level model of retention behavior. At one level,

- it models rational economic behavior under uncertainty. At the second

level, it describes the group dynamics, tracing the implications for

aggregate retention rates of individual officers' optimal responses to

*i their environment. The model recognizes that individuals differ

persistently in their attachment to the military (their "taste" for

military service), and that their stay/leave decisions are affected by

their tastes as well as by monetary incentives. It further recognizes

that unobservable random shocks may affect decisions. Because an
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undesirable shock, such as an unwelcome assignment, can be avoided if

the individual leaves the military, the model allows the possibility of

future shocks to affect decisions today, rather than simply treating

them as disturbance terms in a regression.

The model's versatility derives from three features. First, it

incorporates a very rich picture of officers' military futures. The

model can accommodate changes in promotion opportunity, promotion

timing, and high years of tenure within its input parameters. It

predicts that if, for example, tenure constraints were relaxed,

retention in earlier years of service would increase because the

opporturilLies facing officers within the military would improve. The

ACOL model cannot predict this phenomenon because it typically deals

only with "average" career paths. Second, the DRM's recognition of

persistent differences among officers gives rise to plausible "backward-

looking" retention rates. That is, the retention rate for a group of

officers at any particular decision point depends upon who is there to

be making a decision--what the distribution of tastes is among them--

which in turn depends upon the history of compensation and personnel

policies preceding the point. The model would predict that a temporary

postponement of military pay increases, for example, would reduce

retention in the first year, but result in higher retention rates after

the postponed increases were restored. The smaller number who remain

through the freeze period will have a higher average taste value than

their counterparts in a no-freeze baseline case, another phenomenon that

the ACOL model cannot predict.

Third, the model reflects the possibility that unforeseeable

circumstances may cause an officer to leave even if he has a strong - -

attachment to the military, or to stay beyond his initial commitment

even if he has a strong distaste for military life. Thus, it allows

retention rates to be influenced not only by policy changes affecting

the marginal officer--the one on the borderline between staying and

leaving--but also by changes that affect only some infra-marginal group.

A good example of this is given in simulations performed by Gotz, in

which the policy change was a series of modest bonuses given to all

officers in the fifth through eighth and ninth through twelfth years of

service, alternatively with and without active duty service obligations

r* S
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* covering the same periods. The imposition of the obligations more than

offsets the retention gain in the year of service before the first

.-- bonus, demonstrating the value of flexibility to individuals who cannot

perfectly predict the future. Flexibility plays no role in the certain

world of the ACOL model; because the obligations would not concern the

ACOL's marginal officer, who plans to stay to retirement, the ACOL model

would predict that the imposition of the obligations would have no

retention effect.

A final example illustrates the importance of all three features.

Suppose the military retirement system were changed, with benefits

reduced for early retirees (20 to 24 years of service) and increased for

later retirees. This is similar to a change recently proposed by the

Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation. Officers with less

than 12 years of service when the revision is enacted would be allowed

* .to choose between the current and the new systems. The DRM would

.- predict a one-time increase in retention among these officers as a

result of the broader opportunities this choice gives them (the ACOL

model would not). It would also predict the proportion choosing each

system; those choosing the new system would tend to be officers who

expect to retire late because they have high taste for the military

and/or believe their promotion chances to grades 0-5 and 0-6 are high

(O-4s can only stay to 24 years of service). The ACOL model does not

,- . account for persistent differences among individuals, nor does it deal

with the possibility that officers may differ in their military career
- .- paths. The DRM would predict that in the long run, the new system would

tend to discourage low-taste officers--those who if they stayed would

retire at or near 20 years of service--from continuing to retirement.

In our specific illustration, retention in the years near the first

decision point would probably drop, though not by as much as the ACOL

model would predict; the ACOL would ignore the improved retention among

officers who if they stayed at all would plan to retire late.

None of the examples prove that the ACOL model could not, in the

hands of a careful analyst, produce useful and reasonably accurate

predictions in many cases. Some of the errors in the model's

predictions that can be identified in theory may not be significant in

practice. The model clearly is more limited than the DRM, however, in

the range of policies with which it can deal fully.

7-
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The DRM's versatility does exact a cost: it requires more data

than simpler models, and a more complex estimation and projection

methodology. Estimating the two distributions--of tastes and of random

shocks--requires longitudinal data: successive observations on each

,*.. officer. The Defense Manpower Data Center (the source of our data) is

accustomed to generating longitudinal files, however, so this does not

create a problem. The model is specifically designed for maximum-

likelihood estimation, and Gotz and McCall have developed a workable

program for estimation that we can now refi.i". Reestimation should not

be necessary for a number of years. Finally, forecasting with the DRM

is not the simple reversal of the estimation process that it is with

most regression models. Thus, part of the development process for the

DRM will be to write a program to generate projections, and DMDC will be

provided with programs to update the DRM's data inputs. A planned

inventory projection model (IPM), to be integrated with the DRM, ill

. .make forecasting particularly easy. The IPM will generate promotion

rates and other inputs required by the DRM; the DRM in turn wil provide

retention rates to the IPM. The result will be projections of officer

inventories by grade, year of service, or other appropriate divisions.

The costs imposed by the DRM's complexity will thus be incured only

during the model's development and estimation, and will not be felt

(except in the form of computer time) by the model's user.

S
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proposals for changes in the major policies affecting military

personnel, including the level and structure of military compensation,

the major parameters of the personnel system, and the nondisability

. retirement system, are continuously being proposed in Congress and the

-"- Executive branch. Analyses of the costs and benefits of such proposed

changes have been hampered, however, by the lack of retention and

inventory projection models capable of dealing with the substantial

departures from past practices that are being considered. A notable

exception is the Dynamic Retention Model (DRM) developed at Rand by

Glenn Gotz and John McCall.' The DRM predicts a retention rate for a

group at any particular point that depends both on future prospects and

* on history (promotions, pay and bonuses, etc.) for the group members.

- . Because it models individual decisionmaking, the model can simulate the

effects of policy changes that have no analogues in past policies. For

0policy initiatives that standard models must treat as structural

• ". changes, the Dynamic Retention Model can yield plausible predictions of

effects.

. "Rand is currently building a set of models to predict officer

voluntary retention rates for each of the four active military services.

We have chosen the DRM as the basic element of this effort because of

its versatility.2  Apparently standing in the way of the DRM's general

acceptance as a valuable policy analysis tool has been a perception that

it is too complicated and difficult to understand for everyday use. We

believe this to be a misperception, deriving perhaps from the fairly

complex mathematical structure of the model as it has previously been

described. That mathematical complexity is real, but should be a

concern only to the researcher who wants to develop an estimated model,

'Early versions of the model are described in Gotz and McCall
(1979, 1980). Gotz and McCall (1984) describe the final model delivered
to the Air Force.

2The DRM has generally been associated with officer retention, as
we are using it in the current project. There is nothing in its basic

*[ structure, however, that precludes its use for the enlisted force.

'-. --........
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and not to the analyst who simply needs a flexible a]x1,lv,, tonl. Once

the model's parameters have been estimated, producin g polic y simulations

only requires changing input data such as pay levels or promotion rates.

This Note describes the DRM in nontechnical terms, without rec irse

to mathematical expressions, and compares its structure and vewatility

with those of the widely used Annualized Cost of Leaving ,iCOL) model. 3

A principal goal is to improve the general under-canding of the DRM. We

- .'show that it actually is a rather simple, common-sense depiction of the

* deLerr;. ints '1 ru-1zion in an uncertain world. The seemingly simpler

ACOL model we show to be a special case of the DRM that contains an

important logically inconsistency as it has generally been applied. The

ACOL model has properly been used in the past to examine certain

retention issues, but specific scenarios are anticipated in the future

for which it would be seriously insensitive. In several examples,

including one policy simulation performed by Gotz, we demonstrate the

DRM's greater flexibility, which follows from its ability to deal with

most policy changes through simple alterations in the model inputs,

rather than as fundamental structural changes.

The remainder of this Note is organized as follows. Section II

develops the DRM step by step through its assumptions, and shows the

relationship between it and the ACOL model. Section III illustrates

some of the DRM's capabilities by describing how it would deal with four

policy-change examples. Comparisons with the ACOL model shed further

light on the important differences between it and the DRM. In Sec. IV

we discuss the DRM's data requirements, what is involved in the

* estimation of its parameters, and how its use for projection differs

from that of more familiar regression models. We indicate throughout

the sometimes different directions the current project is taking from

the original Gotz and McCall formulation.

3The term ACOL appears to originate with Warner (1978).

*0
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II. THEORY

The DRM is a two-level model of retention behavior. At one level,

it models rational economic behavior under uncertainty. The officer is

assumed to choose between staying in the service or leaving, in each

year after his initial obligation, based on the mathematical expectation

of the present value of his future income streams under each choice. He

faces uncertainty in his future military pay and in how long he will be

permitted to stay, because he does not know whether or when he will be

promoted to successive grades. He also is uncertain about the

magnitudes of random shocks, such as good or bad assignments, a

relative's death, or a new commanding officer's arrival, that might

affect his future stay/leave decisions. He is assumed, however, to know

the statistical distribution of such shocks, measured as their dollar

value to him, as well as the probabilities of his promotion in future

years. He also knows the value (to him) of the nonmonetary benefits and

disamenities of military employment, net of those in civilian

.* employment; this net value is assumed to be constant over time. Gotz

and McCall term this net value the individual's "taste" for military

service.

At the second level, the model describes the group dynamics through

a set of assumptions about individual discount rates, the forms of the

statistical distributions of individual tastes, and the random shocks

officers face. The model provides a method to estimate the parameters

of those distributions. Given the parameter estimates for the

distribution of random shocks, the assumption about discount rates, and

estimates of the military and civilian income streams officers can
expect to face in the future, the model can predict the probability that

an individual with any particular level of "taste" for the military will

stay in the military in each future year, under any desired scenario

specifying military compensation and personnel policies. Given the

parameter estimates for the distribution of "tastes" among the officer

population, those stay probabilities can be used to generate retention

rate predictions by year of service and grade. If the model is

_,7 . . . . . " .
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estimated separately for different "community of interest" officer

groups, which would be desirable in any event for predictive accuracy,

then the retention predictions can be similarly disaggregated by, for

example, source of commission, type of military specialty, and, of

course, service.

The model may be described as both forward looking and backward

looking. It is forward looking because, in common with other "cost-

of-leaving" models, it assumes that the individual's stay/leave

decisions are based on the future environment he expects to face. The

model is backward looking because, unlike other models, it identifies

the cumulative effects of past stay/leave decisions on the composition

of the group--in terms of their tastes for military service--that

reaches each grade and year of service. It is the backward-looking

feature that allows the model to yield plausible predictions in

situations where other models cannot--that a bonus at a given year-

of-service point, for example, should reduce retention rates (though not

necessarily the number retained) in subsequent years of service rather

than leaving the rates unchanged.

THE INDIVIDUAL DECISION

The DRM is a discrete-time model, with the period the fiscal year.

In each period following the end of his initial active duty service

obligation, the officer is assumed to be free either to stay in the

military or to leave.' Thus, we refer to the first period following the

initial obligation as the first decision point, the second period as the

second decision point, and so on. Perhaps the easiest way to understand

the structure of the individual decision in the model is to build the

model from the bottom up, beginning with a world of complete certainty

and gradually adding complexity.

'This assumption can be modified to account for multi-year
obligations occurring after the initial tour; see the bonus example in
Sec. III and the discussion of data in Sec. IV. Such a modification
would be desirable if the model were applied to the enlisted force.
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Certainty

Consider the officer who has just reached his first decision point,

and must decide whether to stay in the service or to leave. The first

assumption of the model is:

Assumption 1: The officer acts to maximize the present

discounted value of his future income. His discount rate is

constant over time.
2

If the officer leaves in the first period, he gets a known civilian

income stream, and he can calculate its present value. If he stays,

however, he will have the same decision to make in each subsequent

period. To calculate his return to staying, then, he must decide when

he will finally leave. For each period in which he stays, he receives

military pay at the beginning of the next period, the level of which

depends on his years of service (YOS) and grade in that period. We

assume for the moment that he knows when he will be promoted co

successive grades, and what the YOS/grade pay structure will be, so he

knows what his military pay will be in each period. He also knows what

the present value of his civilian income will be for a leave decision in

"- each period, including any military retirement or severance payments to

which he would be entitled. Finally, he knows the period in which he

- will be forced to leave.

One way the officer could approach his first-period problem is to

compute the present value of his lifetime earnings for each possible

future leave point. One or more of those present values would be

greater than all others; that is his return to staying in the first

.. period. The difference between his return to staying and the present

value of the civilian income stream he gets if he leaves immediately--

his return to leaving--is defined as the cost of leaving (or net return

to staying) in the first period. By Assumption 1, he will leave if the

cost of leaving is negative.

2 Gotz and McCall assume a constant discount rate, but the model
could readily accommodate any assumed pattern of changing discount
rates. Constraints on borrowing by young officers (or enlisted
persons), for example, could be reflected in high discount rates during
early years of service.

0, ,
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A simpler approach than comparing the returns under all possible

leave points at once is to examine the various decision points one at a

-  time, asking in each case: If I were still in the military at that

point, would I be better off staying or leaving, and what would be the

present value of my earnings for the better choice? Answering this

question requires knowing the return to the best choice in the next

period; thus, the calculation works backward from the last decision

point before mandatory retirement. This is the dynamic programming

approach used by Gotz and McCall. It yields the same cost of leaving as

the first approach, and as we add complexity to the problem (below) it

offers greater and greater advantages in terms of fewer computations

required than the total enumeration described in the previous paragraph.

The first complication we introduce into this simple model is to

recognize that the individual's beliefs about the future could change

over time. In the example above, the leave point on which the officer

decides when he first considers the problem is the exact point at which

he later leaves. If his beliefs about military and civilian pay can

change, however, this will not be the case. He will have to examine the

problem each period, basing his decision on the information he has at

that point. We might suppose that the officer's decision would be

affected by the possibility that his beliefs about the future

environment could change, but Gotz and McCall assume that this is not

- the case:

Assumption 2: The officer acts in each period as if the future

environment will match his current expectations about it.

The officer can learn from his mistakes, adjusting his beliefs about the

1986 military pay raise, for example, after observing the 1985 raise.

- We have placed this assumption under the Certainty heading, however, to

indicate that the officer never expects his beliefs about the future to

change until they actually do so.

.7
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Uncertain Income

Admitting uncertainty to the model requires some assumption about

how officers react to it. For the DRM this is given by:

Assumption 3: Officers are risk neutral.

To say someone is risk neutral is to say that he or she will accept

an actuarially fair bet. In the current context, it means that officers

value uncertain future prospects at their mathematical expectation. For

example, if an officer had a 25 percent chance of receiving a civilian

income of $30,000 per year if he left tomorrow, and a 75 percent chance

of receiving an income of $40,000, he would act the same as if his

prospective civilian income were (0.25 x $30,000) + (0.75 x $40,000) =

$37,500. This assumption thus implies, in combination with Assumption

1, that officers act to maximize the expected present discounted value

of their future income streams.
3

Income uncertainty can enter in three ways: (1) uncertainty about

the pay that will be associated with particular YOS/grade categories in

the future; (2) uncertainty about present and future returns to leaving;

and (3) uncertainty about whether, and when, the officer will be

promoted to successive grades and, if he currently holds a reserve

commission, will be offered a regular commission. The first two forms

arc dealt with by:

Assumption 4: The officer knows the expected values of his

potential civilian earnings for a leave decision in each period,

and of future military pay by YOS and grade.

-'". Uncertainty about future military career paths enters the model more

explicitly.O

the- 'It is possible to formulate the model to allow for risk aversion,
the tendency for individuals to require a positive expected return
before undertaking a gamble. For an example, see Gotz and McCall (1979,
1983).

0 •
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Assumption 5: As long as he remains in the military, the officer

moves among states according to transition probabilities that

he knows.

States are defined by grade, year of service in which promotion to

that grade took place (promotion timing), and type of commission

(regular or reserve)," with one additional state denoting civilian

status. The set of transition probabilities gives the probabilities

that an officer in any one state at the beginning of a given period will

be in each of the other states when the next period begins. These
probabilities are determined by the service's policies with respect to

promotion, regular commissioning, and high year of tenure. The

distinction of states by promotion timing reflects the policy of basing

promotion on the number of years in the previous grade, rather than on

total years of service, and the likelihood that officers promoted early

to one grade will have a better than average chance of being promoted to

subsequent grades. Many of the transition probabilities are zero; a one-

period transition from grade 0-4 to 0-6 is virtually impossible,

demotions are very rare and assumed not to occur, and certain obvious

restrictions apply to movements among promotion timing groups. Most

transition probabilities to the civilian state, which denote involuntary

separation/retirement, are either zero or one, reflecting high year of

tenure policies. s

'Officers holding reserve commissions may serve on active duty for
extended periods, in some cases twenty years or more. In general,
however, reserve officers face more stringent high-year-of-tenure
policies; Navy Lieutenants (0-3), for example, must leave after being
twice passed over for promotion to Lieutenant Commander. Only service
academy graduates are assured regular commissions. Officers from other
commissioning sources (ROTC, OCS/OTS, etc.) may be offered regular
commissions at the service's discretion, or if given a reserve
commission may apply for regular force integration (also called
augmentation) at any time.

sExceptions to established tenure policies for reserve officers are
sometimes granted, leading to involuntary separation probabilities for
these officers that may be less than one but greater than zero.

* S
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The set of states and associated transition probabilities

constitutes the future military environment facing the officer. Thus,

Assumption 2 now means that the officer does not expect his beliefs

about transition probabilities to change. Note, however, that these are

conditional probabilities; the Navy Lieutenant recognizes that his

chances of being promoted to Commander depend on whether and when he is

promoted to Lieutenant Commander.

Career path uncertainty means that the officer will have to

evaluate, instead of the one known path, many possible alternative

military paths. For each of these he can calculate an expected return

to staying, and because he knows the transition probabilities he can

attach a probability to each possible path. This allows him to take the

expectation across the paths, yielding a single number for the expected

return to staying and, thus, for the cost of leaving in the current

period. If that cost of leaving is positive, he will stay at least one

more period. Future costs of leaving are path dependent, however, so

the officer looking ahead cannot predict the exact period in which he

will finally leave, only the probability that he will leave in each

future period. 6

Taste for Military Service

All jobs have a variety of nonmonetary features associated with

them: working conditions, location, fringe benefits, transfer

(rotation) policies, type of housing available, and so on. Gotz and

McCall assume that every individual perceives a monetary equivalent for

these nonmonetary features of alternative jobs. By monetary equivalent

'The structure of the individual decision model thus far is
essentially that developed by Gotz and McCall in an unpublished paper
("The Retirement Decision: A Numerical Analysis of a Dynamic Retirement
Model," March 1977). It is also described in Gotz and McCall (1979,
1983). They estimated the costs of leaving for officers in various 0
states and years of service and used the results to analyze the effects
of alternative retirement system changes. The analysis was rather
cumbersome, however, because it involved examining a large number of
YOS/grade cells. Chipman and Mumm (1978) and Warner (1978) adopted the
simpler approach of regressing retention rates on the calculated costs
of leaving for the various YOS/grade cells, taking those retention rates _
from a single year. Warner called this the Present Value Cost of
Leaving (PVCOL) model.
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we mean the dollar amount that the individual would accept in lieu of

the nonmonetary features, and be left equally satisfied with the job.'

The annual value an officer places on the nonmonetary features

associated with his military service, less the annual value he places on

those features he expects in civilian employment, Gotz and McCall term

Ohis "taste" for military service (the parameter Y in their

* "mathematical formulation). They assume:

Assumption 6: The annual value of an officer's "taste" for

military service is known to him and is constant over time.

Tastes enter the model in a straightforward way. Each period in

which he is in the military the officer now receives two amounts, his
military pay and the value of his taste parameter. Because the taste

value is a net amount, it may be either positive or negative.* If it is

negative, the individual will only stay in the military if the monetary

returns there are greater than in civilian employment. Whether positive

or negative, the expected discounted value of the individual's taste is

added to his monetary return to staying in each period, yielding a cost

of leaving that differs from the purely monetary cost described above.

More important, with the introduction of individual-specific tastes two

individuals facing the same monetary returns may have different costs of

leaving.

'An extensive literature deals with the notion that jobs with poor
working conditions, fringe benefits, etc., must offer higher wages than
jobs with better nonmonetary features if they are to attract equally
qualified workers. Brown (1980) summarizes the results of a number of
attempts to measure these "compensating wage differentials" for specific
job features. Several studies concerned with the value of fringe
benefits appear in Triplett (1983); see especially the papers by
Smeeding, Smith and Ehrenberg, and Leibowitz. Also in the Triplett
volume, Johnson asks whether inter-area wage differences in the United
States can be explained by compensating variation in wages to offset
area differences in price levels and nonmonetary attributes. In
general, these studies are concerned with the average value across
individuals of nonmonetary job features in various jobs. Here, our
interest is more with the range, or distribution, of values placed by
different individuals facing similar features.

*The model could as easily be formulated with the net taste value
being something the individual receives when he is not in the military--
his net distaste for military service. This is the approach of the ACOL
model.

. , .*- . . .- ., . - i .. .. ..... -.
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The addition of tastes allows the model to explain why some

officers with negative costs of leaving, as calculated without

accounting for tastes, will nonetheless remain in the service, while

others whose simple monetary costs of leaving are positive will leave.

It also frees the model from the prediction that all officers facing the

same monetary incentives will make the same decision.

The complication that individual taste for military service adds to

*.. the model is that taste is not something that can be directly observed.

- * We cannot simply take available data on civilian and military pay

levels, on promotion and regular force augmentation probabilities, and

on high year of tenure policies, and using those data calculate a cost

of leaving for all officers in similar circumstances. The individual's

cost of leaving depends also on his evaluation of the nonmonetary

aspects of civilian and military employment, which is embodied in his

taste for military service.

Fortunately we can, by observing the decisions of different

officers facing the same monetary incentives, draw inferences about the

values of their individual tastes. Those officers who stay at the first

decision point may be presumed to have higher taste values than those

who do not. Allowing for individual differences requires us to estimate

, the distribution of tastes across a cohort of officers. How that is

done, and how it leads to retention predictions, we discuss below. One

important implication, however, deserves mention here. The model

implies that officers who choose to stay in the military do so in part

because they have a greater taste for military service than do those who

leave; i.e., as a cohort moves through successive years of service,

losing officers along the way, the average value of the taste parameters

among those who remain will be higher than among those who left.

Comparing two groups of officers--one at 15 years of service, the other

at 5--we will find that, even if the two groups' monetary costs ofe
leaving were the same, the older group would have a much higher

- retention rate, and be much less likely to lecve in response to reduced

military pay, than the younger group. The thinning of the lower tail of

the taste distribution (censoring), as those officers with lower values

leave the service, explains this phenomenon.

S
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It is worth noting before turning to the next point that the

theoretical description of the taste parameter in the DRM may not

coincide precisely with the combination of factors that are lumped into

the taste parameter in estimation. The parameter will capture all

individual differences not otherwise measured by the model, regardless

of whether they originate in monetary or nonmonetary factors. For

example, suppose we were unable to estimate accurately the civilian

earnings opportunities of individual officers, instead taking a simple

average of civilian white-collar earnings. To the extent that our

estimate is incorrect for any individual officer, the error may be

captured by the individual's taste parameter. We say may be captured

because whether it is perfectly captured depends upon whether the

assumption of constant taste over time applies as well to this error in

measuring civilian earnings. The variety of factors that may be

embedded in the estimated taste parameters makes the term taste" only a

useful first approximation, but to the extent that the factors can be

captured effectively they make the model much more robust to errors in

specification and in estimated earnings than it otherwise would be.

The ACOL Model.' The structure of the individual decision model

at this point is equivalent to that of the Annualized Cost of Leaving

(ACOL) model developed by Warner (1979). Consider the first decision

point, and suppose for the moment that all officers face the same future

military prospects; that is, they are in the same grade and there is no

regular/reserve distinction. Looking across officers we see a range of

-" - costs of leaving--some positive, some negative--varying directly with

their tastes for military service. An officer with a high taste value

will have a high cost of leaving, one with a low (perhaps negative)

taste value will have a low (possibly negative) cost of leaving. The

ACOL model asks the question: What is the taste value for the

individual who is just on the margin between staying and leaving, the

one whose cost of leaving is zero? The negative of that taste value is

called the ACOL for the particular decision point. 10  If the ACOL is

',Just as the DRM has generally been associated with officer
retention, so the ACOL model has been used primarily for the enlisted
force. There is nothing inherent in either model that restricts its use
to one group or the other.

"0As noted in footnote 8, the taste parameter in the typical ACOL

, .. , . • -" ...i -.. .. , ....
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positive and his taste value negative, it means that the military is

offering him more money than he would get if he left; if it is negative,

it means that only because of nonmonetary factors is he considering

staying despite poorer pay in the military than in the civilian economy.

The ACOL methodology consists of estimating the distribution of

tastes across individuals. Given that distribution, then for any

calculated ACOL value we can deduce what proportion of the taste

distribution lies above the negative of the ACOL, and what proportion

lies below. The proportion lying above is the predicted retention rate.

The theoretical structure of the ACOL model creates two major

problems that may affect the accuracy and consistency of forecasts.

First, the model cannot encompass more than the first decision point

without the introduction of a logical inconsistency and an ad hoc

0 adjustment. The ad hoc adjustment allows the model to fit historical

data, but does so at the cost of making the model's estimated parameters

dependent upon the existing structure of compensation and personnel

policies. Second, the model tends to reject the possibility that policy

changes affecting military earnings in certain year-of-service ranges

will alter retention rates in earlier years.

~ - Suppose that the distribution of tastes were estimated from

information on first decision points only (assuming that there were

enough observations available with sufficient variation in ACOL values

to permit this). The calculated ACOL value for the second decision

point would be somewhat higher than at the first, suggesting that the

critical taste value separating stayers from leavers is lower. With
constant tastes for every individual, this means that everyone who might

leave at the second point has already done so at the first. Yet we do

observe people leaving. To explain this, developers of the model have

adopted a statistical methodology that implicitly assumes that

individuals' tastes constantly change. This introduces the logical

inconsistency. The individual is assumed to act in each period as if

his taste value will never change, yet it does. The individual is

formulation is actually the individual's net distaste for military
service--the negative of the taste parameter as defined here. For
consistency, we use the DRM definition of the taste parameter throughout

*.. -this paper.

k-.-'.
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continually surprised by his new taste value, never learning from his

mistakes." I

The assumption of continually changing tastes breaks the link

between policies in one period and retention in the next. As an extreme

example of the problem this creates, suppose that a bonus of $50,000

were offered to every officer who stayed one year longer than his

minimum obligation. Virtually all would stay the additional year. What

would the retention rate be in the second year? The ACOL model predicts

that it would be the same as if there had been no bonus. But those who

remained for the additional year only because of the bonus would have

little incentive to stay longer.1 2 The retention rate at the second

decision point should drop, falling so far, perhaps, that only about the

same number as before would still be in the service three years after

the bonus.

Ignoring the persistence of tastes can create a further problem: a

tendency to overestimate the sensitivity of retention rates to military

pay. As noted above, persistent tastes imply that the average level of

tastes should rise with years of service, as officers with lower tastes

tend to leave and those with higher tastes to stay. Retention r lc

should rise with years of service, therefore, even if financial

incentives for staying don't change. Because military pay increases

with years of service, however, ignoring the persistence of tastes can '.

lead to attributing the rising retention rates to pay rather than

tastes. The greater the dispersion of tastes, the faster will be the

rise in retention rates and the more will the retention effects of pay

be overstated.1 3  _

"1Warner (1981) develops an ACOL model with persistent tastes, but
notes that "for more than two periods the retention equation becomes
messy indeed" (p. 12). The two-period model might be useful for
predicting first- and second-term reenlistment behavior in the enlisted
force, but Warner does not attempt to estimate it. However, it would -

share the logical inconsistency of the standard ACOL model. In effect,
this persistent-taste ACOL model allows the individual's tastes in
successive periods to be correlated but not necessarily identical, yet
he is still assumed to act as if his taste value is constant.

1 
2We assume that the payment of the bonus will not by itself lead

these officers to expect additional bonuses in future years of service.
Neither the ACOL model nor the DRM currently offers a convenient way to
estimate the parameters of an expectations-formation process.

"3Gotz and McCall (1984) estimated ACOL models for Air Force .
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The ad hoc adjustment is an attempt to return to some persistence

of tastes. Users of the ACOL model typically add a year-of-service term

when they estimate the model. That is, retention rates are presumed to

change with the year of service independently of the influence of

changing ACOLs. In effect, this captures the upward shift in the taste

distribution for a cohort as lower-taste individuals leave. This

pattern of censoring, however, depends upon how many individuals leave

in each period or, by extension, on the structure of military and

civilian compensation and of military personnel policies. The YOS term

captures the particular pattern in the data used to estimate the

model,1" making the model's parameters dependent on the structure of

compensation and personnel policies that gave rise to those data.

Anything that changes retention rates, such as the bonus discussed

above, will also change the pattern of censoring of the taste

distribution. Thus, the more retention rates today differ from those in

the estimation period, the worse will the YOS term fit the censoring

pattern and the worse will the ACOL model predict the effects of policy

changes.' s In defense of the ACOL model, however, we must note that the

practical importance of this problem is uncertain. It may be that in

most applications or the model the departures from historical retention

officers using the same data as those used in estimating the DRM. They
found that the groups having the greatest dispersion of tastes (and,

*thereby, the least sensitivity to pay) in the DRM had the greatest
* sensitivity to pay in the ACOL model.

".Often, the data for estimating the model are taken from a single
cross section. Unless the world is in a steady state, this will mean
that the observations for successive YOS points will reflect the
differing censoring patterns in successive cohorts. This problem is
alleviated somewhat when averages over several years are used, but any
persistent trend over those years, such as a steady growth in retention,
would still cause problems. A reliance on cross-sectional data, rather

" than longitudinal, makes the ACOL model really applicable only in a
steady-state world.

"'Even if the model starts with the correct pattern of censoring of
the taste distribution, it cannot correctly predict the out-year effects
of a policy change today. A pay increase, for example, will induce more
individuals in YOS-5 to stay, resulting in lower average tastes at YOS-6
next year than was true previously. Thus, the change in retention among
YOS-6 individuals should be different in the first year of the pay
increase than in the following year. The ACOL model, however, cannot
predict this. Warner (1981) recognizes this problem, and describes an
approximate adjustment to correct for it.

w..
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* patterns will be small, or the effects of an altered pattern of

censoring minor compared to the direct effects of the policy change that

induces them. These are empirical questions that are beyond the scope

of this paper.

The second problem arises most strongly as the ACOL model is

generally applied, with only a single average military path assumed for

every officer. With this simplification, the calculated ACOL for any

particular decision point reflects a specific horizon, the planned leave

point for the marginal individual. 6 Changes in earnings beyond that

horizon generally do not affect the ACOL value, and so cannot change the

model's retention predictions for earlier decision points.'7 For

officers, the ACOL horizon at the early decision points would probably

be 20 years of service; if he stays at all, the marginal officer would

* plan to stay until he reaches retirement eligibility (but no longer).

Thus, the ACOL model would predict no change in early retention if, for

example, officers' retirement pay were switched to a flat 50 percent of

basic pay for everyone with 20 or more years of service. For enlisted

personnel, the ACOL horizon at the first reenlistment point tends to be

either four years away (the length of one additional term) or 20 years

of service, depending on the assumptions the analyst makes about

discount rates and civilian earnings." With the shorter horizon, the

"The model can be formulated with uncertain future military
grades. This yields a set of possible horizons for each decision point,
with a probability attached to each reflecting the probability of the

" •military career path giving rise to the horizon. That is, the officer
has some probability of being promoted to grade 0-6 before reaching 20

* years of service. Looking at that possibility from his first decision
point, he might determine that his optimal leave point, if he did
receive the early promotion, would be 26 years. That would fix one
horizon, occurring with a probability equal to his chances of early
promotion. Another horizon would be fixed by the due-course promotion
path, which would have its own probability. The ACOL for the first
decision point would be a blend of the ACOLs for the two paths (not
quite a probability-weighted average), and the predicted retention rate
could be affected by policy changes affecting returns within either
horizon.

".'Only an increase in military earnings (or decrease in potential
civilian earnings) large enough to move the horizon outward can have any
effect.

"See Warner and Goldberg (1984), p. 31. Only where no
reenlistment bonuses are paid, and assuming a discount rate of less than
10 percent, could they find the return calculated over a horizon

--. 0 - - IT-L-L> .- -. - ' L ' . "[ , . , [TT LT> ., [ " I .> ' "
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model would predict no change in enlisted first-term reenlistment rates

if military pay were cut in the senior grades (E-7 and above, say).

Indeed, outright elimination of the grades that are rarely reached

within the ACOL horizon--O-6 and above for officers, E-7 and above for

enlisted personnel--would be predicted to have no effect on early

retention. Although again an extreme example, this highlights some of

the problems that arise in using the ACOL model. The problems do not

make the model indefensible, but do seriously limit the classes of

policy changes that the model can address.

Random Shocks

The final element of the individual decision portion of the DRM is

the random shocks that are presumed to affect individual officers; the

"transient disturbances" in the terminology of Gotz and McCall,

represented in their mathematical formulation by the parameter E. They

conceive of these shocks as nonmonetary in nature, giving the example of

a family illness leading an officer to leave the service in order to

manage the family business. Such nonmonetary shocks are assumed to have

monetary equivalents, but as with the taste parameter there is no

presumption that two individuals faced with the same shock--a transfer

to some remote, unpleasant base, for example--would attach the same

monetary value to it.

The officer cannot know the exact value of future shocks, but he is

assumed to know something about them.

Assumption 7: The monetary values of random shocks affecting

officers' stay/leave decisions are identically distributed random

variables, independent over time and with a distribution known to

each officer. 19

*7

encompassing YOS-20 to exceed the return over the horizon of a four-
year reenlistment. This circumstance may have changed in recent years
with the increased use of reenlistment bonuses at the second and even

* third reenlistment points.
"'The assumption that shocks are uncorrelated across periods may

seem unreasonable; a bad assignment, for example, may persist for
several years. Ignoring the persistence of some shocks over two or

"" .i -
.
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In each period the officer knows the value of his current shock; if he

stays he receives that value, if he leaves he does not.

The random shocks in the DRM are not simply statistical error terms

in a regression, as they are in the ACOL model. Rather, they form an

integral part of the environment facing the individual; they can he

viewed as random fluctuations in the factors determining his taste for

military service. An officer who finds the military rank structure too

:. rigid for his liking might stay in well past the end of his initial

,- obligation if he received assignments involving little contact with

other military personnel, while another who loves all things military

might yet leave if he were assigned to a radio listening post in

Greenland. This is why we have talked above about a censoring of the

taste distribution, rather than a truncation; at any YOS point, some

officers will remain who have very low taste for the military, and

others who have high taste will already have left. Further

differentiating this model from ones in which the shocks are lumped into

' an error term, it explicitly recognizes that an officer is more likely

to stay today if he knows that he can avoid large negative shocks by

leaving the military in the future.

The DRM description of the environment facing the officer and how

"" " he reacts to it is stylized, but it captures the chief factors relevant

to decisionmaking. It recognizes that individuals are different--that

some love the military, some hate it, and some consider it just another

job. It explicitly treats the officer's natural uncertainty about the

future--about how quickly he will advance in his military career and

whether some event will cause him to change his stay/leave plans.

Combined with the distributional assumptions discussed below, the

description of the individual's decision provides a powerful model for

predicting officer retention rates under a wide variety of policy

environments. We discuss some of the model's possible applications in

Sec. III.

three periods, however, is not likely to affect significantly the .5
model's predictive ability.

"" " "
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AGGREGATE ASSUMPTIONS

The model so far describes how rational individual officers with

assumed preferences and beliefs would act in the face of the uncertainty

inherent in the environment they face. To turn this into an estimable

model of aggregate retention rates Gotz and McCall make further

assumptions about: (1) the commonality of preferences and beliefs

across individuals, (2) the form of the distribution of random shocks,

and (3) the form of the distribution of "tastes" across individuals.

Assumption 8: All officers have the same rate of time preference,

and thus apply the same discount rate in calculating present

values.

It is possible to formulate the model with heterogeneous discount

rates, but it is not clear that this added complexity would improve the

model significantly. Some aspects of such heterogeneity are presumably

captured in the current formulation's "taste" parameter.

Assumption 9: Officers have identical beliefs about the

distribution of the random shocks each faces.

When combined with Assumption 7, Assumption 9 implies that the true

distribution is the same for all officers.

The last set of assumptions is fairly technical in nature,

specifying the functional forms of two distributions, and may be skipped

without loss of continuity.

Assumption 10: The random shocks are distributed normally, with

mean zero and variance o2 , and are independent across individuals.

*

This assumption pins down a probability distribution that has

hitherto been described in general terms, restricting it to a family of

distributions--the normal--that is characterized by two parameters, a

mean and a variance. The variance will be estimated, the mean is

assumed to be zero because the model does not permit it to be identified

0',
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separately from the mean of the taste distribution. 20  Normality is

assumed because it is plausible. The normal distribution is symmetric

(positive and negative shocks of equal absolute value are equally

likely), and although it does not rule out any size of shock, it is

"thin tailed" (extremely large shocks are rare). It entails only one

parameter to be estimated, an important advantage over some more-

flexible functional forms.

Assumption 11: The values of the "taste" parameters of officers at

their initial decision points follow an extreme value distribution

for maxima, with location parameter 0 and scale parameter w. The

values of 0 and w are the same for all cohorts.2 1

49 The extreme value distribution is skewed to the right; that is,

values much greater than the mean are more likely than are values much

less than the mean (see Fig. 1). This seems plausible, for individuals

with a great distaste for the military are not likely to have entered in

the first place.

Probability
density

0.3

-0.2

0.1

e- e- e-w 9 e+w e+ e+
3w 2w 2w 3w

Fig. 1 - Probability density of the extreme value function
for maxima

2 "The average value of the random shocks may be thought of as one

of the nonmonetary features of military employment that determine

tastes. Lumping the average value of the random shocks into the average
taste value creates no loss of explanatory power.

2 'This assumption of identical taste distributions across cohorts
can be relaxed. In the course of our model estimation, we plan to . -

determine whether any change in the assumption is warranted.
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One final assumption solves a problem that Gotz and McCall

encountered in some of their early empirical work with the model.

Assumption 12: The probability that an officer will hold a regular

commission (rather than a reserve commission) at his first decision

point is dependent upon the value of his "taste" parameter.

The formal specification of this relationship between taste and

type of commission is presented in Gotz and McCall (1984), and will not

be repeated here. It introduces a new "selectivity" parameter, L,

which expresses the strength of the relationship. In principle, the

relationship could be either positive or negative; that is, an officer

with a high taste for the military could be either more or less likely

to be offered a regular commission than an officer with low taste. Gotz

and McCall argue, however, and find empirical support for their belief,

that officers with high taste values will be more likely to hold regular

commissions, presumably because those who most want to stay in the

military will tend to perform better than those who want to leave.

Their estimates of a imply that the average taste among officers who

receive regular commissions before the first decision point exceeds that

among officers who do not.22

To summarize, the aggregate assumptions lead to the need to

estimate at most five parameters.

1. The discount rate describes the relative importance to

individuals of income in the present versus income in the

future.

2 2The variance of tastes among officers who have stayed past their
first decision points will be much lower than among officers who have
not yet reached that point. Thus, although the service may continue to
offer regular commissions predominantly to higher-taste officers, the
effect of accounting for this will be less. For computational
convenience, Gotz and McCall assume that the relationship disappears
after the first decision point.

*" .
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* 2. The variance of the random shock distribution (02) measures the

"spread" of these transient disturbances, in effect describing

how large is a "large" shock.

3. The location parameter of the taste distribution (0) measures

the mode of this distribution (the point of greatest density).

Because the assumed form of the distribution is skewed to the

right, the mode is smaller than the mean.

4. The scale parameter of the taste distribution (w) measures the

spread of this distribution (the standard deviation is equal to

w times 1.28). It also determines how much greater than 0

is the mean (equal to 0 + 0.577 w).
5. The selectivity parameter (a) measures the strength of the

relationship between an individual's taste value and the

probability that he will hold a regular commission when he

reaches his first decision point. Note that for officers

graduated from one of the service academies, this parameter is

. irrelevant; all are given regular commissions.

The estimation of these parameters, and of the earnings and

transition probabilities required by the model, is discussed in Sec. IV.

BS
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III. APPLICATIONS

The DRM is capable of predicting the effects of a broad range of

compensation arid personnel policy options, including many for which

there are no historical analogues. It can do so because its parameter

estimates describe, not the average response of a group of officers to

specific external stimuli, but rather the preferences of the officers

themselves and a key aspect of the environment they face. It models an

officer's decision process, transforming policies affecting his future

in the military into current monetary equivalents in the way that a

rational individual satisfying certain assumptions would. As a result,

the parameter estimates are less dependent on the specific structure of

* policies in effect during the period from which they are obtained than

is true for previous models. As a further result, changes in those

policies can be readily accommodated, so long as their effects on the

officer can be described in terms of monetary returns or the

probabilities of different returns. p

The versatility of the model derives from three features. first,

it incorporates a very rich picture of officers' military futures,

reflecting the divergent paths they follow when some are promoted and

others are not, when some are offered regular commissions and others are

riot, and as a result of the first two, when some must leave and others

are allowed to continue. The major personnel policies determine the

probabilities with which any officer will follow the various possible

paths, and compensation policies determine the returns along each.

Second, it recognizes that individuals differ in persistent ways, which

it describes in terms of the values they place on nonmonetary aspects of

life in the military and in civilian employment. The persistence of

these differences gives rise to the model's "backward-looking" retention

rates; the retention rate for the group of officers at any particular

decision point depends upon who is there to be making a decision--what

the distribution of tastes is among them--which in turn depends upon the

history of compensation and personnel policies preceding the point.

Third, the model reflects the possibility that unforeseeable

Ii! :S
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circumstances may cause any officer to leave no matter how strong his

attachment to the military, or to stay beyond his initial commitment no

matter how strong his distaste for military life. Thus, it allows

retention rates to be influenced not only by policy changes affecting

the marginal officer--the one on the borderline between staying and

leaving--but also by changes that affect only some infra-marginal group.

We illustrate the importance of the three features in giving the

model its versatility as a policy simulation tool with four examples:

(1) a change in the involuntary separation policy for officers who fail

to be promoted to 0-4; (2) a temporary, two-year postponement of active

duty pay increases; (3) a series of bonuses for officers in the fifth

through twelfth years of service, alternatively with and without an

active duty service obligation; and (4) a change in the retirement

system similar to one recently proposed by the Fifth Quadrennial Review

of Military Compensation (QRMC). To provide a basis for comparison, we

also indicate the nature of the predictions that the ACOL model would

make in each case. As will be seen, the ACOL model is unable to deal

fully with any of the four policy changes, although it might produce

usable partial predictions if it were carefully used.

UP-OR-OUT POLICY

The four services currently have some latitude in their treatment

of officers who are twice passed over for promotion to 0-4, so for

simplicity we will assume for our baseline that the policy is to require

such officers to leave within one year after the second failure.' We

assume for concreteness that this separation would occur in the twelfth

year of service. The change we examine is allowing the passed-over

officers to stay until 20 years of service. Such a change might be

instituted as part of a general movement outward in high years of

tenure, but for this example we consider its effects in isolation.

One of the future paths the officer examines in the DRM involves

failure of promotion to 0-4. In the baseline case, this path is

terminated in the twelfth year of service by a transition to the

civilian state occurring with probability one (involuntary separation).

'This is the current policy for Navy officers holding reserve
-' " commissions.
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To reflect the change, the transition probability would be reduced to

zero (or slightly greater if there are other reasons for involuntary

separation). The passed-over officer then gains both the opportunity to

stay longer and, if he stays to twenty years, retirement benefits (we

assume that an earlier departure would still entitle him to any

severance payment available in the baseline case). Officers in earlier

years of service who have not yet been promoted to 0-4 will thus see

their returns to staying in the military increased, since the value of

being in at the beginning of the twelfth year, along the passed-over

path, is increased, and they have some positive probability of being on

that path. The model will predict that retention in the earlier years

will increase, and will provide predictions of retention rates for

passed-over O-3s in the twelfth through twentieth years of service.

The ACOL model could, in principle, accommodate this policy change.

As the model typically is implemented, however, both its input data and

its output predictions do not differentiate grades. 2 The observation at

each YOS point reflects the average grade (as measured by military

earnings) of the officers at that point during the estimation period.

Because the change in up-or-out timing affects only some of the officers

in the 12-plus YOS range (those in grade 0-3), it thus appears as a

structural change to the model. It would, of course, alter the grade

distribution beyond the twelfth year of service. A user of the ACOL

model would have to be careful not to allow this change in the grade

distribution to be reflected in a reduction in average military earnings

in those years. If he did, the model would give the erroneous

prediction that retention in the earlier years would fall. The model

could not, of course, provide separate retention predictions for the

passed-over officers; it would implicitly predict that their retention

rates would be the same as those of officers who had been promoted to

0-4. In practice, however, this would likely be a minor error.

2Gotz and McCall (1984) derive an ACOL model with the same
probabilistic depiction of the individual's future movement through
grades that is used in the DRM. Warner and Goldberg (1984) apply this
structure. Adding the probabilistic depiction, however, deprives the 9
model of much of its apparent simplicity, which seems to be its
principal attraction.
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POSTPONEMENT OF ACTIVE DUTY PAY INCREASES

On several occasions in recent years, military pay raises were

deliberately held below the levels necessary to match increases in

civilian-sector pay. The FY82 raise, however, was intended to offset

earlier shortfalls. We examine here a similar policy: a two-year pay

freeze followed in the third year by a "catch-up" that restores military

pay to the same relationship it held to civilian pay before the freeze.

That is, military pay increases are postponed for two years, and we

assume that officers know it is only a postponement, not a permanent

reduction in relative pay. We compare this with a baseline policy of

matching civilian pay increases every year, and assume for concreteness

that the freeze leaves military pay 10 percent behind civilian before

the catch-up. The pay freeze will affect officers in every year of

service, but for illustration we examine its effects only on the group

that is first eligible to leave in the initial year of the freeze, and

assume that this is the fifth year of service for these officers.

The DRM and the ACOL model will offer similar predictions for the

short-run effect of the freeze. The military earnings reduction in the

fifth and sixth years of service, relative to the baseline case, will

reduce the returns to staying in the military, and thus reduce the fifth-

year retention rate. The reduction in retention will not be as large as

if the 10 percent fall in relative pay were permanent, of course, but it

should still be sizable because earnings in the near future are more

important to individuals than are earnings farther out. The ACOL model

will also predict a fall in the retention rate for these officers when

they reach their sixth year, but for the DRM the direction of the change

is not so clear. The reason for this can be seen when we turn to the

seventh year, in which the catch-up restores military pay to its level

under the baseline case.

To the ACOL model the two cases look identical in the seventh year,

so it will predict identical seventh-year retention rates. The DRM,

however, will recognize that the smaller number of officers still

present after the freeze will, on average, have a higher level of taste

for military service than will those under the baseline case. The group

that the freeze induces to leave the military will be composed
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disproportionately ot officers with low attachment to the military.

Thlis, tile I)RM1 will predict that the retention rate in the seventh year

ot servi(, will he higher for this group that lived through the pay

f i eeze thn i t wou Id have been had there been no freeze. 3

In the sixth year of service, the DRM will account for two

conflicting effects: on the one hand, military pay will be lower than

under the baseline case, leading to lower retention; on the other hand,

the officers who are still in the service after the first year of the

freeze will have a stronger attachment to the military than had there

been no freeze, and so will be more likely to stay. We would expect the

first effect to be the larger, but the net reduction in the sixth-year

retention rate would certainly be smaller than the ACOL model would

predict. Because the ACOL model does not account for the censoring of

the taste distribution as some officers in a given year-group leave, it

yields a predicted retention rate for the seventh year that is clearly

too low, and a similar though less obvious error for the sixth year. In

the DRM, the backward-looking retention rates reflect the history of

compensation and personnel policies in earlier years. Although the

practical importance of this in the current example cannot be known

without empirical investigation, it appears that ACOL model users

examining such a policy change would be well advised to use the

approximate correction for prior pay changes described by Warner (1981).

OFFICER BONUSES WITH AND WITHOUT OBLIGATIONS

For this example we draw upon simulations performed by Gotz and

McCall in the course of their development of the model. We examine the

effects of a series of bonuses given to officers in their fifth through

twelfth years of service, alternatively with and without active duty

'Although the retention rate will be higher, the number retained
past. the seventh year will be lower. Those who remain will act about
the same as they would have under the baseline case, but some of those
who have been lost because of the freeze would also have stayed in the
seventh year, leading to the prediction--when the model is integrated
with an inventory projection model--that the number of officers present
in the eighth year will be smaller.

~ 'These results refer to non-rated Air Force officers who received
their commissions through ROTC, and were first eligible to leave when
they began their fifth years of service in FY83.

*
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service obligations. The amounts and timing of the bonuses, modeled

after ones being considered for science and engineering officers when

the simulations were performed, appear in Table 1. In the with-

obligation case, all officers who decide to stay in the fifth year must

remain through the eighth year, receiving the bonuses along the way. If

they stay in the ninth year they must remain through the twelfth.5

Table 2 shows ,he simulation results, following a single year group

through successive years of service. Thus, if the YOS-5 column refers

to FY83, the YOS-6 column refers to FY84, and so on. Looking first at

the without-obligation results, we see that the bonuses would elicit a

small retention rate increase over the base case in the fifth year of

service, when the $6,000 bonus is paid, and again in the eighth and

ninth years. The YOS-8 result is attributable to the anticipation of

another $6,000 bonus in the ninth year. None of the effects is very 5
large because the bonuses themselves are not large; the $12,000 received

over years five through eight is only about six times an officer's

monthly basic pay, or about a 12 percent addition to his pay over the

four years. The ACOL model would give similar predictions for the

without-obligation bonuses.

Table 1

OFFICER BONUS
AMOUNTS AND TIMING

Year of

Service Amount

5, 9 $6,000
6, 10 2,000
7, 11 2,000
8, 12 2,000

6This policy is more akin to the reenlistment-with-bonus practice
in the enlisted ranks than it is to any proposal actually made for
officer bonuses. We use it to illustrate the negative retention effect
of a fixed obligation.

... "-0 " " " . . ." " " - . . - -S..- : . - i : - " '
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Table 2

EFFECTS OF OFFICER BONUSES
ON YEAR-GROUP VOLUNTARY RETENTION RATES

Year of Service

5 6 7 8 9

Baseline 57 94 99 98 99

Without
obligation 59 94 99 100 100

With
obligation 56 100 100 100 100

When an active duty service obligation is added, the DRM shows a

rather different effect of the bonuses: a fall in retention in the

fifth year of service. Why is this? We can see from the without-

obligation results that the bonuses alone should elicit a 2 percentage

point increase in retention, but the four-year obligation takes

something away from these officers: their flexibility to leave in years

six through eight. Because they know that something unexpected (a
S

random shock) might cause them to want to leave during those years, they

respond to that flexibility loss by staying in smaller numbers. The

retention rate at YOS-5 drops one point from its 57 percent level in the

baseline case. Knowing that the bonuses should increase the YOS-5 rate

by two points, we can conclude that the loss of flexibility reduces the

rate by 3 points. Were we to drop the bonuses (i.e., require a

"reenlistment" at the fifth year of service) the retention rate would

drop from 57 percent to 54 percent.

The ACOL model would predict no change in retention at YOS-5 when

the active duty service obligation is added. The annualized cost of

leaving used by the model at that point is that of the marginal officer.

Given almost any feasible pattern of compensation over years 5 through

19, the marginal officer will be planning to stay until he reaches

|' .- .
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retirement eligibility at 20 years of service, if he stays at all. 6

Thus, changes that do not alter his military earnings prior to

retirement cannot affect his decision at the fifth year of service.

Flexibility--the ability to leave whenever the officer wishes--is not

,. something that is valued. The ACOL model will predict that requiring

officers to commit themselves to four years of service if they wish to

stay at YOS-5 will not affect the retention rate at that point.

* -" We cannot be sure, of course, that the DRM predictions will be more

* . accurate than those of the ACOL model. The methodology of the DRM does

not preclude, however, a finding that officers do not value flexibility--

the implicit assumption of the ACOL model. If the variance of the

random shocks (02) were estimated to be zero--if, that is, officers

acted as if they knew the future with certainty--the simulation results

in the with- and without-obligation cases would be identical. In this

context, the ACOL model can be viewed as a limiting special case of the

DRM. Gotz and McCall (1984) produce estimates of the random shocks

facing Air Force officers that are quite far from zero, indicating that

ACOL model users should be very cautious in applying it to cases

involving changing obligations.

QRMC RETIREMENT PROPOSAL

The Fifth QRMC proposed a number of alternative reforms to the

military retirement system. The one its chairman reportedly favored has

. ,the following features: (1) the monthly annuity payment is reduced from

the current 50 percent of basic pay after 20 years of service to 35

* percent, rising with additional years of service to the current 75

percent at 30 years; (2) a lump-sum payment equal to 200 percent of

'This point illustrates the theoretical inconsistency in the ACOL
model. Although the marginal officer at the fifth year of service plans
to stay until 20 years, the model does predict retention rates of less
than 100 percent in the sixth and subsequent years, when the monetary
costs of leaving are higher. It does this because in each of those
years every officer is implicitly assumed to take a new draw from the
taste distribution. Were it not for the YOS term included in ACOL
regressions, the model would predict a slow rise in retention rates from

* one year of service to the next, rather than the very rapid initial rise
actually observed for officers (see Table 2). The YOS term moves the
taste distribution to the right (higher average taste) to account for
censoring, but it is clear that this is an ad hoc adjustment, albeit one
that may fit historical retention patterns fairly well.

*'' • i i- ". .. * * *. **. " """* " :' " " '" " • "- " -i' .* *. • - .- " 
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annual basic pay is made at retirement; and (3) individuals with 12

Syears or more of service remain with the old system, while those with

less than 12 years may choose either system.7  The second provision

seems particularly unlikely to emerge from Congress unscathed--typical

payments would exceed $70,000 at current pay levels--so for our example

we assume that the lump-sum payments would be only 100 percent of annual 5

- basic pay.8

Figure 2 shows the nature of the proposed change in terms of the

basic pay percentages of the retirement annuity.9 The lump-sum payment

has been converted to its annuity equivalent under the assumption of a

7.5 percent discount rate and an infinite lifetime (using a finite

lifetime of typical length would not markedly affect the computation).

The figure makes it evident that the proposal (as we have modified it)

* would make retirement in the early years less attractive, and in the

later years more attractive.

What does the DRM have to say about the effects of adopting the

QRMC proposal? First, it should be clear that, if the taste

distribution among officers reaching retirement eligibility is

- unchanged, the new system would tend to make them stay longer. An .2

unchanged distribution would arise over the next few years if the

proposal were adopted immediately (without prior discussion) and

included no grandfathering provision (i.e., all officers are covered by

the new system). That the long-term effect of the proposed system would

be to change the distribution can be seen, however, by considering who,

under the actual grandfathering proposal, would choose the current

system and who the new.

7See "Top Leaders Oppose Retirement Overhaul," Air Force Times, 23
January 1984. The proposal also would limit annual cost-of-living
adjustments in retirement payments, but for simplicity we ignore this

provision.
aWithout presuming to read the minds of the QRMC staff, we note

that at roughly a 7.5 percent real discount rate the 200 percent lump-
sum payment would offset the reduced present value of the retirement
annuity for officers who retire at 20 years of service.

'The line for the QRMC proposal should actually be slightly curved;
the rise in the percentage of base pay with years of service is slower

* in the early years than later. For simplicity of exposition we assume a _
linear rise.

,.-?, 2.
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of annuity equivalents for QRMC proposal and

the current retirement system

Two factors would affect the choices of officers between the two

systems: their tastes for military service and the up-or-out system.

We abstract from the second for the moment by assuming that all officers

are allowed to remain in until they complete 30 years of service. Those

choosing the current system, then, would be those who expect to retire

in the early years (20 to 24), whereas officers expecting to stay longer

- . would choose the new system. The first group would consist of officers

with relatively low taste for military service; the second of those with

relatively high taste. Thus, we might expect that in the long term,

when all officers are covered by the new system, the average taste of

officers reaching retirement eligibility would be higher, implying that

fewer would stay to 20 years or more. Whether this would occur would

depend as well on whether the greater benefits available at 25-plus

* p ""i ' 'i-"i. ""< "-
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years of service would induce an offsetting rise in retention, but at

reasonable rates of discount such an effect appears unlikely.

Current up-or-out policies do not permit all officers to stay to 30

years of service; in general, passed-over O-3s must leave at 20 years,

O-4s at 24, and O-5s at 28. Thus, officers who believe their chances of

promotion to 0-5 and 0-6 are poor will tend to opt for the current

* :retirement system. This will be captured in the model through the

timing of promotion to 0-4. Officers who receive early promotion
("below the zone" or "deep zone," to use the services' terminologies),

will rightly perceive their chances of subsequent promotion to be

greater than average, and those who have been passed over will perceive

their chances as poor.10 The richness of the future paths considered in

the model allow these differences in subsequent transition probabilities

to be accounted for explicitly. The model will predict that "fast-

track" officers will tend to choose the new system and "slow-track" the

old and, more generally, that the group choosing the new system will be

composed disproportionately of officers who perceive themselves as doing

well in the military system. In the long run, the QRMC proposal and the

curreint up-or-out system would apparently bring to retirement

eligibility fewer of those officers whom the services have judged to be

less capable and, by extension, fewer officers in total.

As is probably clear at this point, the DRM is capable of

predict ing the proport ion of officers (with less than 12 years of

service) who will (-hoose each system. It will also predict a one-time

inc.rease in retention, those choosing the current system will not change

their ret,.it I,,T: bh.i\ ior, but those choosing the new system will do so

be-ause it niis them better off, and thus will be more likely to stay

than otliI h s Ise , va rgroups entering the military after the change

the model I%.i, IA i ls,) v ld ret ent ion predictions, but although we have

sigges ed h ,, t h It re!I el on rates would genera] I y fall in this

spec fi ii lIst rat i t,, ti l imulat ion would be required to confirm

this (-On( l i oil

'*In griv,3il, both e.arly promotions and promotions to 0-6 tend to

be concentrated in (ertain specialties--pilots in the Air Force, for
example. Office-rs in these favored specialties would seem to be more
likely than others to choose the new system.
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The ACOL model would be of more limited usefulness for predicting j
the consequences of this proposed retirement system change. It could

probably make fairly accurate predictions of the reduction in pre-

retirement retention rates, although the improved retention of those

infra-marginal officers who expect to stay well beyond 20 years, if they

stay at all, might make the ACOL model's predictions somewhat too

pessimistic. The model would not predict the one-time increase in

retention rates, but this effect might also be small. Where the model

would prove least useful is in examining the more subtle effects of the

change: how many of those officers allowed to choose would elect the

new system, how the character of the officer groups reaching retirement

eligibility would change, and the extent of the shift toward later

retirement. It would be possible to examine the last effect with the

aid of an ACOL model, but there is a good possibility that the model

would underpredict the long-term shift because of its inability to

account for the altered taste distribution at the 20 YOS point."* The

model is better suited to dealing with retirement-system changes that

are limited to simpler upward or downward shifts in the annuity-by-

YOS curve.

SUMMARY

Our examples were obviously chosen to highlight some of the

important differences between the DRM and the ACOL model. In doing so,

however, they have also demonstrated that the greater complexity of the

DRM provides some very real benefits. The model provides plausible

predictions in situations where others cannot because it relies on a

description of the individual's decision process, and of the environment

he faces, that is both rich and intuitively appealing. It incorporates

many of the important policy parameters, so that changes in those

parameters need not be treated as structural changes to the model, and

"1We should note that the proposal actually offered by the QRMC,
which included lump-sum payments equal to 200 percent of basic pay,
would probably have a less marked effect on the taste distribution than
would the alternative we examine here. Thus, the QRMC analysis of the
proposal, although based on an ACOL model, cannot be strongly criticized

in the area of shifts toward later retirement.

L •
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it deals with all officers, not only with those on the margin at each

decision point. It does not describe all of reality, of course--

rotation policies, for example, do not appear--but it seems to capture

the most important elements. In short, the DRM offers sufficient

advantages to justify at least some additional effort, over that

required for an ACOL, in its estimation and implementation.

* 0~

0
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IV. DATA, ESTIMATION, AND PREDICTION

The versatility of the DRM does not come without cost; the model

requires more data than other models, and a more complex estimation

procedure. A potential user of the model should be aware of these

requirements, although they will not make the DRM difficult to use once

its parameters have been estimated. This section describes the data

required for both estimation and prediction, discussing in the process

the data being assembled for the current study. It then gives a non-

technical explanation of the maximum-likelihood technique used in

estimating the model's parameters. The section ends with a discussion

of the differences between prediction with the DRM and with simpler

regression models such as the ACOL.

DATA

The data required by the model fall into two general categories:

data on officers' retention decisions at their first and subsequent

decision points and data on officers' earnings opportunities both in the

military and in the civilian sector. The data on earnings opportunities

• * must cover not only the period of the retention decisions being

considered, but also well into the future. They are further divided

into: (1) transition probabilities among military states; (2) military

• .- earnings by grade, year of service, and community (for special pays);

-* and (3) civilian earnings streams for leave decisions at various YOS

points.

Retention Decisions
The basic observational element Gotz and McCall call the event. An

event describes the relevant elements of an officer's military history,

including the following:

1. The year in which he was first eligible to leave.

*
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2. His community (military specialty or group of specialties).

3. His source of commission (Academy, ROTC, OCS/OTS).

4. The year of service in which he was first eligible to leave.

5. His stay/leave decision in the last year observed.

6. The sequence of military states he occupied.'

An event could be constructed, for example, from the following

information about officer X: He is a pilot, an ROTC graduate, held a

reserve commission in FY78 when he was in his fifth year of service and

first eligible to leave, was a Captain (0-3) in that year, was given a

regular commission in the following year, was promoted to Major in due

course two years later (ninth year of service), and was still in the

service at the end of the next year. This officer's history ends when

the data run out at the end of FY83; others will end because of a leave

decision.

It is not necessary (or possible) to observe every officer's

complete history. Most of the information that the events provide comes

from the first few years following the end of the initial obligation,

. when most decisions to leave the service take place.2  Thus, we would

not necessarily want to exploit a long period of data by constructing

equally long events for the officers who make their first stay decisions

in the first year we observe. Rather, events can probably be limited to

covering five years. Some, toward the end of the data period, may cover

only one year, but they cannot all be this short or the model's

parameters cannot be identified.

Although long events are not required, a long data period offers

two advantages. First, it provides variation in the environment faced

by officers, which should yield variation in retention rates. Having

several years of data, with some years having high retention at the

first decision point and others low, provides more information about the

'Recall that states are defined by grade, component (regular or

reserve), and timing of promotion to the current grade.
2Many leave decisions also take place in the retirement-eligible

years. We are exploring ways to take advantage of the information those

decisions provide.

. .-
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shape of the taste distribution (the scale parameter w) than if only

one or two years were available or if retention rates never changed.
Second, a long period allows a test of one of the maintained hypotheses

of the model, that the distribution of tastes among officers at their

first decision points (and with the same community and source of

commission) is the same in every year. If that hypothesis appears to be -

wrong, we could explore possible determinants of the distribution, such

as the sizes or demographic characteristics of the different cohorts.

The requirement for longitudinal data (successive observations on the

same individual) comes basically from the necessity for identifying two

distributions: the distribution of tastes and the distribution of random

shocks. One may think of the first decision point as providing information

primarily about the location and spread of the taste distribution. A year

in which monetary costs of leaving are high (and thus retention is high)

identifies a point low on the taste distribution, and one in which the

costs are low picks out a point high on the distribution. The second (and

subsequent) decision point provides information about the variance of

random shocks. Supposing for the moment that the monetary costs of leaving

were the same at the second decision point as at the first, then those who

choose to leave at the second point would either be avoiding a negative

shock in that period or have experienced a positive shock in the previous

period. The monetary costs of leaving will not stay constant, of course,

but this variation provides additional information about the sizes of the

shocks that must have occurred to lead to the observed leave decisions at

the second and subsequent points.3

A key requirement of the officer history data is that they indicate

the year of service in which the officer was first eligible to leave.

If we assume that all the officers in a particular cohort could leave

after four years of service, when in fact half had commitments of five

years, we would infer erroneously from the large number of leavers in

3 It might appear that information on only the first decision points
of successive yvargroups would permit the identification of the taste
distribution parameters but not that of random shocks. This is not the
case. One could never be sure whether changes in retention rates as the
costs of leaving changed were due to a dispersion of tastes or to a
dispersion of random shocks.
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thi, sixth year that random shocks must be very large and the variance of

tastes vory small. A difficult problem is presented by individuals

whose initial obligation is extended for some reason: Should their stay

decisions iii the extension period be viewed as voluntary, or should the

end of the period be treated as the first decision point'? Incurring an

additional obligation--by accepting additional training, for example-- -.

* ~clearly is a voluntary choice, but it may be so much a part of a normal

*Career progression that any officer with even the slightest expectation

of staying to ten years or more would have to incur the obligation.

Gotz and McCall took the approach of treating the first change in an

officer's end of obligation date as being effectively involuntary, but

any subsequent change as voluntary. That is, only the first change

alters the initial decision point for the officer in question.

The data for constructing events are being taken in the current

study from master and loss files maintained by the Defense Manpower Data

Center (DMDC), which reliably cover the period FY73 to the present. We

chose this source, rather than requesting separate submissions from each

service, to minimize "learning-curve time and to enable much of the

data processing to be performed at DMDC. The data processing programs

developed in this study will be transferred to DMDC for their future

* use, thus simplifying subsequent updating of the data and reestimation

of the model's parameters when that proves necessary. One problem that

has arisen--a lack of specialty information on Navy officers in the DMDC

files--has been resolved through the submission by the Naval Personnel

Research and Development Center (NPRDC) of a file containing Navy

community designators for all officers on active duty during the

relevant period.'

The ACOL model. In contrast to the DRM, the ACOL model

typically is estimated from a single cross section. The basic

observational element is the retention rate at a particular year-of-

service point. Because the model does not admit of any connection

4A second problem came to light as this was being written: the

Navy does not record extensions of the initial active duty service
obligation in any of its automated files. We have developed a method,

however, for treating stay decisions in the first two years following
the end of the initial obligation as if they reflected, with some

probabilities (to be estimated), additional commitments incurred

essentially involuntarily.

*
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between the retention rate at YOS-5 (say) in one year and the rate at

YOS-6 in the following year, it does not require longitudinal data.

Additional years of data, if they are used, simply provide variation in

the costs of leaving. The simplicity of the historical data required by

the ACOL model appears to be the model's principal attraction to policy

analysts.

Transition Probabilities

The information required to construct the transition probability

matrices (one matrix for each community/service) can be obtained from

the same D'1DC files as the events, supplemented by information supplied

by the services. These historical data are not perfect, however; we

would prefer to know the probabilities that officers believed they would

face in the future at the times they made their decisions. Thus, we

implicitly assume that officers form their expectations about the future

in the same way that we derive the probabilities: by observing

promotion and regular force integration rates in the recent past. Such

information, parti-ularly the promotion rates, would be available to the

officer through articles regularly published in the service Times.

The promotion probabilities that the model requires are not simply

the announced promotion opportunities, the percentages of a year group

expected to be promoted. The timing of promotions is important as well,

both because it determines when the officer's military earnings change

and because his chances of promotion to one grade are allowed to depend

upon when he was promoted to the previous grade. This dependence

derives from two sources: (1) an officer promoted to one grade a year

early ("below the zone") will be in the primary zone for promotion to

the subsequent grade one year earlier than his contemporaries who

received due-course promotions; and (2) early promotion to one grade is

a signal, both to the particular officer and to an outside observer,

that the officer is viewed by the service as more capable than his due-

onrse contemporaries, and thus is more likely than they to be promoted

to higher grades. Of course, whether the second source of dependence is

actually important must be determined from the data (Gotz and McCall (did

firid it for the Air Force), but it is expli(citly allowed for in the

dlfinition of states by grade, component, and the year of service in

which the officer received his last promotion.
"1
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Promotion and regular force integration rates vary over time.

T"ln,, a separate transition probability matrix is required for each year

of the estimation and projection periods. As a starting point, the

matrices for the projection years may be assumed to be the same as in

t-l,, list year of the estimation period. Eventually, however, it would

be desirable to derive the future matrices from announced service plans,

o.r to considor possible alternative sets of policies. An inventory

pro.lu(tiori model would be needed to do this; transforming a policy lever

a-,a promotion opportunity into a set of promotion probabilities

irl,,orporatirg timing requires information on the numbers of officers in

th re ova-nt years of service. A service that manages by yeargroup and

mluinta'ns a constant opportunity, for example, must alter promotion

timing as larger and smaller yeargroups move through. This process can

be mirrored in the inventory projection model, which would then supply

the transition probabilities to the retention model.

The ACOL model. In place of the transition probabilities of the

DRM, the ACOL model as it is usually applied substitutes a single

average" path for all officers.5 This average is really a set of

average earnings over the officers in various grades at each year-of-

service point. Determining the average earnings at any point requires

combining military pay information (below) with the proportions of

officers in each grade, which typically are derived from a single cross

section. This procedure's simplicity is another attraction of the ACOL

model, but it limits the model to examining only policy changes that do

not. affect promotion rates or timing, high years of tenure, or, more

generally, the grade/YOS distribution.

OS

SAs noted in Sec. 11, Warner and Goldberg (1984) calculate ACOL

values using a transition probability matrix. Their promotion
probabilities are distinguished by length of service rather than time in
grade, however, and they do not indicate whether they account for high
year of tenure policies.

• oS
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Military Earnings

Data on military earnings can be obtained from published pay

tables. For communities in which officers are eligible to receive

special pays (flight pay, submarine pay, etc.), information on average

payments by grade and YOS will be obtained from the services. For the

future, a reasonable baseline assumption is that military pay will

continue to grow in real terms at its average rate over some recent

historical period.

Civilian Earnings

Estimating the civilian earnings opportunities of servicemembers is

a problem faced by users of any model based on costs of leaving, in

which category both the ACOL model and the DRM fall. Gotz and McCall

(1984) describe the procedures used in the earlier study. Basically,

they used average earnings data for civilians with education levels

similar to those of the military officers in question, and assumed a

certain pattern of wage penalties reflecting the presumably imperfect

transferability of military skills to civilian jobs. For the current

effort we are exploring possible improvements in the Gotz and McCall

methods, principally involving the use of data on the actual civilian

earnings of former officers. These data will come from two sources:

(1) the 1977 DoD Retiree Survey and (2) a file assembled for the Fifth

Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation that merges the IRS and

Social Security earnings of a sample of military separatees (including

retirees) with information on their status (grade, specialty, etc.) when

they left the military.

There are two drawbacks to using average civilian earnings of both

veterans and nonveterans to estimate the potential civilian earnings of

those in the military. First, military officers form a nonrandom sample

of similarly aged and educated individuals in the general population.

Our ability to control for the determinants of earnings is limited to

observable characteristics; those who enter the military may do so in

part because their civilian earning potentials are low because of

unobservable characteristics. Perhaps offsetting this effect, the

services may have been able to observe more about the individuals they
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accepted than we can now, selecting the particularly able.' Second,

those who leave the military may not be able to step immediately onto

the age/earnings profile of their civilian counterparts, and the pattern

of wage penalties they suffer may vary with the length of their service.

" Cooper (1981) offers two pieces of evidence on this issue with regard to

retirees: (1) although military retirees ultimately earn more than

nonretiree veterans (controlling for hours worked), in the first few

years after retirement they earn considerably less; and (2) the later an

officer retires the lower his civilian earnings (controlling for

grade).7

The problem of military officers forming a nonrandom sample of the

general population is not a severe one for the DRM. As we noted above

(Sec. II), the model's taste parameter will capture, at least in part,

permanent differences among officers' civilian earning potentials, and

the estimated mean (or location parameter) of the taste distribution

will reflect in part any divergence between the average potential

earnings of officers and the average in the civilian sector. We say in

part because an individual's taste value is assumed to be constant over

time in real dollar terms; differences in individual characteristics are

generally thought to affect the logarithm of earnings, implying a

constant proportional effect over time. In the course of this study we

will explore the possibility of altering the DRM formulation by entering

the taste parameter as a multiplicative (in earnings) constant, rather

" than an additive term.

The second problem--that officers may not be able to jump

immediately onto the civilian age/earnings profile--is more serious, and

is a principal reason for resorting to data on the actual earnings of

veterans. Unfortunately, using such data presents its own set of

problems.

'To control for the possible selectivity of the services, many
studies examining the earnings of military retirees have compared them
with the earnings of nonretiree veterans. See, for example, Raduchel et
al. (1978), Danzon (1980), and Cooper (1981). Goldberg and Warner

*(1982) compare the earnings of veterans who served military careers of
various lengths.

7Cooper does not control for self-selection in the timing of
* retirement, an issue we discuss below.

0
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Among officers at the same point in their military careers, those

4 who choose to leave may do so in part because they perceive their .0

potential civilian earnings to be particularly high, and those who

choose to stay may think their potential earnings are low. This is the

self-selection problem, which if present would make the average earnings

of former officers a biased (upward) estimate of the potential earnings

of officers who remained in the military. The difficulty arises because
self-selection implies that the later an officer leaves, other things

equal, the lower will he be on the distribution of potential civilian

earnings among all officers who started in the military with him. Thus,

the difference between the potential earnings of those who stay and the

actual earnings of those who leave may narrow as the year of service

increases.$

The self-selection timing problem may limit the usefulness for the

current study of data on the actual earnings of veterans. If they were

to be used as the basic civilian earnings series, it appears that the

model would have to be modified to account directly for self-selection.

Another use is possible, however--to determine the size and length of

-- the short-term wage penalty associated with the transition to civilian

employment. Information on the wage penalty could be used to modify

data on general civilian earnings.

A final issue in the estimation of potential civilian earnings

*concerns the possibility that an officer who leaves the military may not

be able to obtain civilian employment immediately, or to obtain

employment in his desired occupation at all. Unemployment plays no

explicit role in the DRM, but Gotz and McCall attempt to control for it

by multiplying their civilian earnings estimate in each period by one

minus the adult unemployment rate, in effect constructing an expected

*Goldberg and Warner (1982) attempt to control for individual
ability in order to construct a potential civilian earnings series,
based on the actual earnings of veterans, that is free of the bias
caused by self-selection. Their method requires the assumption,
however, that servicemembers know in advance the exact period in which
they will leave, an assumption that is explicitly rejected by the DRM
formulation. The ACOL-like approach of Goldberg and warner %,,ggests
that the required civilian earnings series could be ._oTnstrutted
implicitly in the estimation of an ACOL retention model, hut thv do riot
explore this possibility.

* .
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civilian earnings series. Similarly, for military pilots Gotz and

McCall estimate potential civilian earnings as a weighted average of the

general civilian earnings estimate and an estimate of the wages being

offered to commercial pilots, the weights being determined by the

military pilot cohort size and by airline hiring rates. Both procedures

are ad hoc, but with respect to the first it is unfortunately

impractical to estimate a separate effect for unemployment. A possible

approach to the pilot-hiring problem is the estimation of a separate

"taste for flying" distribution, which should be identifiable because

the opportunity for flying service has varied with years of service in

the military and with the airline hiring rate in the civilian sector.9

ESTIMATION

The full details of the estimation procedure are beyond the scope

of this paper,10 and in any event would be of interest only to someone

trying to duplicate the estimation and not to a potential user of the

estimated model. Some familiarity with the procedure is required,

however, for one to understand what gives rise to the computational

costs associated with the model, and to appreciate the limitations that

practical considerations impose on the model extensions that may be

considered. As with the model description in Sec. II, the important

elements of the estimation procedure can be described without recourse
to mathematical expressions.

The essence of the estimation procedure is the finding of that set

of parameter values that makes the model's retention rate predictions

most consistent with the observed events. The measure of consistency

with the observed events is the likelihood function, which is simply the

product of the probabilities that the model attaches to the various

events, given a set of parameter values. The value of that function is

larger the more the model attaches high probabilities to events that

occur frequently and low probabilities to ones that occur infrequently.

'Including a taste for flying distribution may also solve an out-of-sample prediction problem encountered by Gotz and McCall, a tendency

to underpredict pilots' retirement rates.
S'*Gotz and McCall (1984) show the basic mathematical structure of

the likelihood function, but give no details of the computational
procedures followed.
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Thus, the set of parameter values that maximizes the likelihood function

provides the best fit to the data. The search for those maximum-

likelihood values may either be performed using mathematical

optimization techniques or be conducted by the researcher manually

through successive trial values. Both methods were used by Gotz and

McCall.

The two levels of the model define two steps in the estimation

procedure. The first step mirrors the individual-decision level of the

model, calculating costs of leaving at various decision points for

representative individuals with a broad range of taste values.'" These

calculations require values for two parameters, the variance of the

random shocks (02) and the discount rate. These are the parameters for

which the search for maximum-likelihood values is conducted manually; to

* begin the process, initial trial values are supplied. Then, for each

representative individual we calculate the probability that each

observed event could have occurred, given the individual's taste value.

How this is done is most easily seen in an example.

Consider a typical officer's decision problem at his first two

decision points. If there were no random shocks, he would stay in the

first period if his cost of leaving exceeded zero, and leave otherwise.

Inrcluding random shocks, he will stay if his net return to staying--

his cost of leaving plus the value of the random shock he receives--

exceeds zero, which is to say if the value of the random shock exceeds

the negative of his cost of leaving. The probability of that occurrence

can readily be calculated, given a trial value for the variance of the

random shocks and the assumption that the shocks are independent and

normally distributed. Similarly, the probability of a leave in the

second period is the probability that his second-period shock is less

than the negative of his cost of leaving for that period. Of course, he

must still be in the service at that point; thus, the probability of the

event "stay in the first period, leave in the second" is the product of

the separate probabilities for the two decisions.

''Recall from Sec. II that the costs of leaving are calculated in a
dynamic program.
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With the calculation of the event probabilities--one for each event

for each of the representative values of the taste parameter--the first

step is completed. The search for maximum-likelihood values of the

remaining three parameters can take place without recalculating those

probabilities, until the process is begun again with new trial values

for 02 and the discount rate. The remaining three parameters--the

location and scale parameters of the taste distribution and the

selectivity parameter--together describe the conditional distribution of

tastes at the first decision point, conditional on the type of

commission held by the officer (regular or reserve).

At this point the need for the representative individuals with a

broad range of taste values becomes apparent. We are trying to find the

distribution of tastes across the population that gives greatest

probability to frequent events; thus, we need to know the probabilities

of each event for individuals with high, low, and various in-between

taste values. Given a set of values for the parameters describing the

taste distribution, the likelihood of an event is the weighted sum of

the probabilities of that event for each of the representative 4

individuals, the weight for each being the density of the taste

distribution at the individual's taste value.'2 The product of the

likelihoods for all the events is the likelihood function whose maximum

is sought. The computational procedure that finds the maximum-

likelihood values can be roughly described as an iterative search over

alternative values, with additional quantities calculated that aid in

narrowing the search quickly. It has the advantages over a manual

search that it substitutes computer time for analyst time, and can yield At

useful measures of the parameter estimates' precision.

The researcher's judgment is substituted for the computer's

precision in the search for maximum-likelihood values of the first two

parameters (02 and the discount rate) in order to conserve computer

time. Each alternative set of values for these two parameters requires

a complete recalculation of the costs of leaving and event probabilities

for the representative individuals. The mathematical optimization

12 In the actual procedure, numeric integration replaces the

weighted summation that is described.

* 9i:
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procedure in effect "tries" a large number of alternative values; if it

atook over the search for the two parameters that are directly involved

in the individual-decision portion of the model, computational costs

would increase dramatically. Of course, costs might be reduced if the

search for the three taste parameter values were also done manually, but

the savings would not be as great because the individual-decision

portion would not be affected. At present, computational costs for a

single run (one set of the two manual-search parameters) are roughly

evenly split between the individual-decision and aggregate portions of

the estimation.

The total computational cost is substantial enough that the

potential return to any added complication in the model must be weighed

carefully against the cost it would impose. Added complication means

added parameters; the parameters that might be added fall into three

groups. First, and least costly, a parameter could be added to the

three already describing the taste distribution. One might think, for

example, that the distribution would be more spread and farther to the

left for large yeargroups than for small, suggesting the addition of

parameters to measure the relationship between yeargroup size and the

taste distribution parameters. Second, a parameter might be added that,

like the variance of the random shocks, affects individual decisions and

is assumed to be the same for all individuals. Suppose, for example, we

suspected that the ending of GI Bill eligibility for officers entering

after 1976 made those officers less likely to leave tie military than

their predecessors, and were willing to assume that everyone placed the

same monetary value on this change. To estimate that amount we would

have to try several alternative values, making the additio,i ot ti is

parameter more expensive than the first, but it would not he rie.essary

to make the many recalculations of event probabilities that a Computer

search would require. Third, and most costly, another set of

distribution parameters might be added. Perhaps it might be thought

that individual differences in discount rates are important, requiring

the identification of a discount rate distribution. Instead of the 50

(say) representative individuals with their range of taste values, we

would then have to calculate event probabilities for roughly 50x5O=2,500
individuals, pairing each taste value with each of a range of discount

F' *
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rates. 13 We do not contemplate adding a discount rate distribution, but

have considered incorporating a distribution of "tastes for flying,"

which as noted above might solve a problem that Gotz and McCall

encountered in predicting retention rates for pilots in the retirement-

eligible years.

PREDICTION

Prediction with the DRM is not the straightforward reversal of the

estimation process that it is with most regression models, differing in

four important respects. First, every set of predictions requires a

model simulation. There are no simple answers to such seemingly simple

questions as what would be the effect of a pay increase because the

model's parameters describe officers' preferences, not their average

response to specific stimuli. Second, the model's predictions are

explicitly dynamic. Its answer to the simple pay-increase question will

be not one, but several; one for each year in the future. Third,

because the model's retention rates are backward looking, data on

historical compensation and personnel policies are as important a part

of the input for projections as are data on future policies. Fourth,

the rich picture of the officer's military career that is part of the

" model makes its predictions too detailed for easy analysis without the

aid of an inventory projection model or, at the very least, some input

of the approximate numbers of officers in various states. These

differences make prediction with the DRM a more complex process than it

is with the ACOL model, for example, but as shown in Sec. III they carry

the offsetting reward of much greater model flexibility. Note in

addition that the complexity will for the most part be transparent to

the DRM's user, except as it results in longer computation times than

would be common with a simpler model.

In discussing estimation above, we traced out the steps necessary

to produce predictions of event probabilities, the underlying elements

of retention rate predictions. With the model's parameter values known,

the iterative searches in the estimation process are no longer required,

"3The actual number would be somewhat less because techniques exist
for numerically evaluating a double integral that do not require as
dense a "grid" of values as is needed in the one-dimension case. The
order of magnitude of the increase, however, would be as indicated.

* S1
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but the probability of a stay in each period along every feasible path

must be calculated,"' including periods many years beyond the initial

decision point. (These calculations will be performed by a computer, of

course, not by the DRM's user.) With the ACOL model, in contrast, once

the ACOL for a particular YOS point has been calculated, the retention

rate is readily produced from the regression equation. The effect of a S

pay increase can even be calculated analytically from the ACOL slope

parameter, so long as the increase does not alter the horizon (the

planned leave point) of the marginal officer. The DRM, however,

recognizes that the effects of the pay increase on every officer,

whether on the margin or not, are important in determining aggregate

retention rates. Thus, the DRM requires a simulation of the pay-

increase effect for officers with high, low, and in-between taste

values, and the aggregation across them using the estimated taste

distribution.

The dynamic nature of the DRM's predictions make them more complex

than those of regression models such as the ACOL, but this is simply a

reflection of the complexity of reality. A pay increase this year

should be expected to have a different effect on retention at the ten-

*year point next year than it would at the same point five years hence.

The groups of officers at the two points will be different because they

will have faced different policies up to those points, not the least of
those differences being the greater pay that the later group will have

received in the five interim years. The DRM can produce steady-state

predictions, of course, but in a constantly changing world steady states

do not appear very relevant. It is interesting to note that although

the ACOL's predictions appear to be steady-state they are not,

reflecting instead the partial adjustments of the single snapshot from

which the model's parameters were estimated.

That projecting retention rates requires historical data on the

policies and opportunities facing officers is a natural consequence of

the DRM's backward-looking retention rates, the reasons for which should

not require further discussion at this point. The need creates a

"1 As a practical matter, paths that occur with very low
probability, such as ones leading to promotion to 0-6 at 13 years of
service, can be ignored.

-S
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problem, however, that deserves note. Given the availability of

roliable data only since 1973, the historical record for many yeargroups

is not complete. Making predictions for the group of officers that will

" - reach retirement eligibility in 1985, for example, requires data on the

*environments they faced every year since their first decision points,

which may have been as early as 1968. Gotz and McCall filled in the

*' missing information by assuming that it matched the conditions facing

the earliest yeargroup for which they had complete information. We are

exploring the possibility of improving on that assumption by using

available information on the proportion of each yeargroup still in the

service when the group reached the beginning of our observation period.

Should this attempt not prove fruitful, our longer historical period

than was used by Gotz and McCall will at least ensure that the problem

of missing information will not affect the majority of relevant

yeargroups. Moreover, with each passing year the problem will become

less important.
15

The fourth difference between the DRM and simpler regression models

is illustrated by considering the problem of predicting a retention rate

for officers in their eleventh year of service in 1985. Some of these

officers will have been promoted to 0-4 a year or more earlier, some

will just have been promoted in due course, and some will have been

passed over for due-course promotion. Presumably, the retention rates

for these three groups will differ, as they face different future

opportunities and the third group is in a different grade than the other

two. The DRM will provide a separate prediction for each group, which

would prove too cumbersome for easy analysis. Gotz and McCall used

rough estimates of the proportions of the yeargroup that would fall in

each promotion group, using those estimates to form the weighted sum of

the three retention rates. A similar procedure could be used to

aggregate across officer communities. Much simpler in both cases,

however, would be to derive the numbers in each group from an inventory

"5As time passes, the yeargroups of interest will tend more and
more to have made their first retention decisions in the period of the
historical data assembled for estimation. In addition, each new year's
data on promotion, pay, etc., can be added to the historical data,
helping to maintain the model's reliability even in the absence of
reestimation. The computer programs developed in this study will be
adapted for use by DMDC personnel in generating the new data.

*q
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projection model (1PM) integrated with the )RM, perhaps bypassing

altogether the computation of average retention rates and basing _0.

whatever analysis was required on the officer inventories themselves.

An IPM integrated with the DRM would offer another advantage in

making predictions. One of the inputs the DRM requires is the set of

transition probabilities among states, a key element of which is the set

of promotion probabilities. For the historical period, these promotion

probabilities can be derived from the data, based on actual promotion

rates (as the individual officer would likely calculate his chances of

promotion). For the projection period, however, we would want to base

the probabilities on announced or planned service policies with respect

to promotion opportunity and/or timing, and might wish to examine the

effects of changes in either of those policy parameters. Translating

the policy parameters into promotion probabilities requires information

on inventories, making it a natural role for an IPM.

A typical projection run of an integrated DRM-IPM, then, might look

something like this. Suppose we were examining the effects of a pay

increase, and knew the service's plans with respect to promotion S

opportunities and timing. The IPM would be designed to accept these as

input parameters, and would derive the associated promotion

probabilities, feeding them to the DRM. The analyst would alter the

military pay inputs to the DRM, which would then calculate a detailed

set of retention rates. The IPM would derive the resultant inventories,

and perhaps calculate aggregate retention rates by year of service. If

the inventories exceeded grade table limits at some future point, the

analyst might want to adjust promotion timings (or the IPM could be

designed to derive timings given opportunities and grade table limits).

If the changes in timings were fairly small, the process could stop at

this point: if they were large, another pass through the DRM would be

desirable to determine the retention effects to the timing changes.

The DRM cannot reside in a programmable pocket calculator, but this

does not mean that it cannot be made user-friendly. Making it so

requires only the writing of some computer code, and decisions as to

which potential policy changes should be readily accommodated through

simple changes in the model inputs, and which are so unlikely that

simulating their effects could best be left to someone capable of

modifying the computer code.

. .-~.7. .
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V. CONCLUSION

'he Dynamic Retention Model is a versatile tool for the analysis of

pol icy act io s affecting military officers' retention. It models the

iecision process over time of officers facing an uncertain environment,

i ther than describing average responses to specific stimuli, which

-- - allows it to predic-t plausibly the effects of policy changes that have

no historical analogues. By explicitly recognizing that individuals

differ persistently in their satisfaction with military service, the DRM

can trace the effects of past policies on future retention rates.

Although the I)RM is in reality a fairly simple depiction of the

determinants of military retention, its seeming complexity has

apparently stood in the way of its general acceptance. This paper has

attempted to dispel the misperception of the DRM as too complex and

difficult to understand for everyday use. As we have shown, the heart

of the model does not lie in complex mathematical expressions, but

rather in an intuitively appealing common-sense picture of officers'

rational behavior and a straightforward tracing out of the aggregate

implications of that behavior. The model rests on a number of

assumptions, which we have made explicit, and if the number seems large

it is only because no comparable listing exists for competing models.

By building the DRM step by step through its assumptions, we have

demonstrated that the more commonly used Annualized Cost of Leaving

model is a limiting special case embodying an important logical

inconsistency.

Two other criticisms that have been raised against the DRM are that

it requires a great deal of data and is difficult to estimate. With the

experience provided by the developmental work of Gotz and McCall,

however, these problems are not severe. The data requirements are

extensive but fairly straightforward, principally involving the

generation and use of longitudinal master files for officers. The

Defense Manpower Data Center has recently constructed a number of such

files for various studies, including files used by the Fifth Quadrennial

• Review of Military Compensation. DMDC will be provided with computer

*- S
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programs for updating the model's inputs as additional years of data

become available. Estimation is more complex than for a model such as

the ACOL, but the DRM is specifically designed to be estimated by

maximum-likelihood, making the estimation procedure quite easy to

. understand. Workable computer code for estimation has been developed by

Gotz and McCall, allowing the current project to work on improving

efficiency and adding refinements.

Given the feasibility of estimating and using the Dynamic Retention

Model, the important question becomes whether it really is capable of

dealing with a substantially greater variety of policy changes than a

model such as the ACOL. The examples given in Sec. III demonstrate that

the DRM is, indeed, able to yield plausible predictions in cases where

the ACOL is not. Changes in the structure of compensation as well as

its level, in important personnel policy parameters, and in the

structure of retirement benefits can readily by accommodated by the DRM.

The parameters of the ACOL, in contrast, are strongly determined by the

structures of compensation, retirement, and personnel policies in effect

during the period for which they are estimated. The insights provided

by the DRM allow us to show that the ACOL will incorrectly predict the

effects of even very minor changes in policy, although not to determine

how important the errors will be in practice.

No model is a perfect depiction of reality, of course. In the

process of describing the DRM we have pointed out areas in which changes

could be made to improve the model's predictive accuracy. Several of

these center on the estimation and treatment of civilian earnings

opportunities: incorporating data on the actual earnings of officers

who leave while controlling for self-selection, determining the extent

to which veterans' earnings reflect a discounting of military experience

on the part of civilian employers, and treating more explicitly

unmeasured differences in individual earnings opportunities. Another

area concerns the treatment of additional service obligations incurred

during the period of the initial active duty service commitment; this is

less a possible improvement than it is a necessary response to the

unavailability of obligation information for at least one service. A

third potential improvement is the decomposition of individuals' tastes

for military service into two components, one reflecting satisfaction

--' Il
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w b ,I part icul ar type of duty (such as flying), the other emhiu'lv :,g t te

,tg oi, ral (i al ity of tihe mat .h between the individual and t l. O

l:t, -,i( t er ist ics ot mil I i tarv versus civil ian employment. , si .

I io,,, , ssuIes to re ully in a forthcoming p)per.

ly, we should point out that the complexity of 1:

,,:' u~ t~l at 1~(~1 (.oii(ce ril the u1.ser of the models be i u'g U

I j. It(-.1 tI toe 1)kR '. paIrameters have b)e esti t i, k01.I\ O ,

iii i It 1 pro.,(t ion vers ion of the model tuiat Li i aII t, tI 1 i i

tii i oi c its dA ta i iputs, including military and civil .:1,: piv

I.T..l . I gr.irts )rovided to >11M)C will generate addit ional histouA--il

ut with ehch pass ing year. A user-friendly IP will accept s.ernarios

I,,iv i g s (r\:e plans (or possible alternatives) with respect to

pwmotion and tenture policies, and provide Lhe primary user interface

tIt the IWIk. Reestimation of the model's parameters will require more -

to(iii i .al ski I Is than us ing the model , but might not be necessary for

aIny vaI- because the est imated parameters are not strongly dependent

,u Oxist rig (:ompr1iI sat i on I eve 1 s and personnel pract ices . When

,ece1.sAry, r .est imat ion will be facilitated by programs developed in

thI is st ly. Iday -to-day operation of the projection model will not

require any exterisi ye training, and will be made easy by a user's

• .. ",°.1
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